Supplies Needed:
Pattern: Mod Flower Box by Robin Pickens
Fabric as listed on pattern
Creative Grids Circle Savvy Ruler (strongly recommended, not required)
6 ½” x 24 ½” ruler (approx.)
6 ½” square ruler
Roxanne Glue Baste It
Sewing Machine **with ¼” foot**
Basic supplies – rotary cutter (45mm), thread, pins, scissors, etc.

  **Optional:** personal mini iron and ironing pad and smaller asst. rulers.

*Threads of Tradition will have rotary cutting mats available to use; you may bring your own cutting matt if you choose.*

*Each class participant is required to have their own set of supplies including the book/pattern, rulers, etc.*

All supplies need to be purchased prior to the date of class to ensure availability.

**It is very important that class participants have a sewing machine in proper working condition. It is equally important for class participants to have rotary cutting experience for all classes except Rotary Cutting 101.**

***Purchase the listed supplies at Threads of Tradition Quilt Shop to receive 10% off your class supplies. Members receive 15% off class supplies. Cannot combine with any other discounts. One time use only per registered class. Must show proof of class registration at time of supply purchase.***